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QUESTION 1

0ceanStor medium of hard disk storage system scan, by which method? 

A. read hard all sectors in order 

B. the use of hard disk built-in media scan function 

C. use third party software embedded controller 

D. independent development of new analysis software 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command can be runned to create file system for partitions in Linux. 

A. mkfs.ext3 /dev/sdb 

B. dd if=/dev/sdb of=/dev/zero bs=1024 count=1000 

C. dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/sdb bs=1024 count=1000 

D. mkfs -N /dev/sdb 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

OceanStor storage under the condition of a fan module fault, another fan module automatically improve speed,
guarantee temperature can controll under single fan module, at this time also need to replace the fault fan in timE. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When Snapshot rolled back, the source LUN must map to the host to use it. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

ISCSI is based on TCP/IP protocol, the default service port is? 

A. 326O 

B. 8O88 

C. 8443 

D. 32O6 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What respect affect random write IOPS from depth size of striping under RAIDs? 

A. I0 distribution 

B. read punishment 

C. number of member disk 

D. write punishment 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

The FC SAN topology of fiber optic network, which are include? (Select three Answers) 

A. point-to-point 

B. arbitration ring 

C. switching topology 

D. hybrid network 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 8

For Huawei\\'s storage system, which of the following description of global hot dish is correct? (Select 3 Answers) 

A. after refactoring of hot dish participate in a member disk of RAID group failure, automatically becomes member disk
of RAID group, the original fault members disk automatically becomes hot spare disk after replacement for new dish 
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B. hot plate uniform distribution, recommend at least 1-2 pieces of hot plate each box 

C. hot dish has no data protection for RAIDO 

D. the safe disk cannot be used as hot spare 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 9

The management mode of ISM integrated storage management software for storage array is the in-band management
modE. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

ATA to SATA is actually from serial to parallel shift. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

The most important three part of SAN network in technically: device interfaces (E. g, SCSI, fiber channel and ESC0N,
etC. ), connection device (switches, gateway, router and Hub, etC. ) and communication control protocol (E. g iSCSI
and FC, etC. ) the three components plus additional storage devices and servers, constructed SAN system from the
component, the SAN can be divided into host,HBA, switches, storage devices of the two is not match. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which basic functions can log analysis function of maintenance Assistant achieve? (Select 3 answers) 

A. Log import 

B. Log filter 
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C. Keyword Search 

D. Informationcollection 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 13

For S5000 and S2600 system, DB is configuration information in storage system, intraday record in the safe system,
when power up, controller reads the DB. If there is a DB does not agree with other DB, storage will enter in safe mode,
equipment can\\'t normal use, need to synchronize the DB information. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

In FC SAN system, card module of host HBA is responsible for distributing the IO to the storage, what are the four
indicators need to focus on? 

A. concurrency;IOsize;Bandwidth;IOPS 

B. concurrency; IO size; Bandwidth; The response time 

C. concurrency;IOsize;Queuedepth;IOPS 

D. Theamount of data;IO size;Bandwidth;IOPS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

when SAN storage array power up, enter into MML mode, sys status check System Running Status: ( normal mode )
normal mode shows power up successful for the system.If it is not normal mode, can judge power up failure for the
system.This judgment method of system startup anomaly is correct. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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